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Christmas gifts that the man or men in your life will love! – Schultz Designer Underwear

“Sexy underwear is not just for the ladies. Christmas is coming so give your man stylish and comfortable
boxers or briefs that are sexy, comfortable and 100% cotton just the perfect gift.”

Dec. 5, 2008 - PRLog -- Schultzjeans.com is a new and exciting online retailer of designer wear for him and
her.  Designer underwear, jeans and t-shirts for him and designer underwear and jeans for her.   We know
that women are the biggest purchasers of men’s underwear and have helped their men move from greying
old tighty, whitey underpants to stylish, enhancing, contouring, fun and flirty underwear.  For years men
had little choice of underwear but nowadays that has all changed with Schultzjeans underwear range
offering an array of colours and a choice of fun and statement making straplines.  

Some of our customers have said “I have ordered from you before and am very happy with the products
you have sent me.” Another quoted “I love the underwear I have several pairs and my friends have
commented on them that they are different and fun”.

“Schultzjeans.com have been selling men’s designer wear for 2 years and in that time we have built an
excellent reputation for delivering quality goods to the more discerning customer.  We offer a great
selection for men and now women of underwear, jeans and t-shirts and we are going to be extending the
brand over the next year.” says Janine Nesbitt.  She went on to say “Our on-line store gives men the
convenience and privacy to shop for styles and trends they know they want and like.”

“It’s an exciting time” says Janine Nesbitt “We use pure ribbed cotton in bright colours and the designs are
styled so that they enhance and contour the figure”.  She went on to say “Our boxer briefs have a longer
than normal front opening allowing easy access”.  She went on to say “I think we may be the quickest draw
underpants on the market!” 

Schultzjeans make two different styles of underwear for men the y-front briefs and the boxers briefs.  The
y-front briefs are cut to enhance in an array of vibrant colours to suit everyone.  The Boxers have the “quick
draw!” opening and are cut to two styles a medium leg fit and longer leg fit, but both are designed with
quality and sexyiness in mind.   

With underwear from Schultz a man no longer has to settle for the basic underwear item.   Schultz have a
selection of designer underwear boxers and y-front briefs carrying our famous straplines such as the
statement making “I want out”, the saucy  “Heatseeker”, the flirty “Handsfree” and the racy “Coming soon”
strapline.   This statement making underwear is growing in popularity and makes a statement that men care
about their appearance and dress to impress right down to their undies.

“Schultz underwear is designed to be shown” said Janine Nesbitt “Man love to wear their jeans low slung
and they like to show off their underwear and the strapline / waistline, today’s men does not just wear
underpants to serve a purpose, he wears designer underwear boxers or briefs that say he is forward thinking
and well aware of fashion trend and styles.”  

Christmas is a time when you can lavish gifts on the men in your life with no guilt, it is a time when you
can give a gift of a very special pair of underpants from Schultz, a limited edition t-shirt or  even a
wonderful designer pair of jeans all available from Schultzjeans.com.  Socks are a no-no!

“Schultz Designer wear is a great buy as carefully consideration is given to the materials used and the
manufacturing process” said Richard Schultz  “this means that by choosing better quality materials they
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wear better, last longer and in the end, costs less!  The garments are carefully trimmed and double stitched
seams, high quality straplines and form fitting styles simply last longer than cheaper brands.  

So this Christmas buy the man or men in your life some new underwear that they will be proud to wear and
show off.  Or build their wardrobe up with a Schultz designer tee, Schultz designer jeans and of course our
fun underwear.

More information is available from http://www.schultzjeans.com

# # #

New exciting designer website for men and women, For men - designer jeans, underwear and T-shirts. For
Women designer jeans and underwear. Jeans have the brand new Schultz strap and the range is edgy, flirty
and different.
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